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◂ It is the difference between the median earnings of women relative to that of men.  

◂ The global gender wage gap is around 16%.  (ILO, 2018)

◂ Reducing gender inequality can lead to better socio-economic conditions in the country.  
(Wei, Yang, Liu, and Wu, 2013)

◂ Closing the gender wage gap could bring as much as $160 trillion to the global 
economy. (Wodon and De La Briere, 2018)

Gender Wage Gap
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◂ Several studies based on neo-classical theories find that being more engaged in
international trade can reduce the gender wage gap, especially in developing
countries.

Gender Wage Gap and International Trade



● Becker’s (1957) theory of discrimination. 
● When gender discriminating firms face higher 

competitiveness through international trade, it 
becomes costlier on them to pay higher male wages.
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● International trade can increase the gender wage 
gap (Boler, Javorcik, and Ultveit-Moe, 2018).

● Firms that become exporting firms will demand 
higher flexibility and more commitment from their 
workers, as they are now working longer hours or 
across time zones. 

Theories

Theory 1

Theory 2

wm = w* + d
wf < w* + d

wf < wm
where:
wm = men’s wage
w* = market wage
wf = women’s wage
d = discrimination coefficient



1 - To investigate 
the gender wage 
gap present in 
Turkey’s 
manufacturing 
sector. 

The study fills the gap 
in the literature by 
being the first to 
study the relationship 
between 
international trade 
and the gender wage 
gap in Turkey.

2 - To examine the 
relationship 
between the 
gender wage gap 
and international 
trade. 

Study 
Objectives
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Data

● This study uses data from the Structure of Earnings Survey (SES), which is conducted 

by the Turkish Statistical Institute (TURKSTAT). 

● It covers three years: 2006, 2010, 2014, and includes 659,952 observations. 
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Data 

● 66% of the employees in the data set are male and 24% are female.

● Basic monthly salary:        Males: 1361 TL       Females: 1417 TL

● Female workers are better educated and at higher levels of the job ladder.

● 62% of employees in the data work in the non-tradable sectors. They earn more 

and have a higher average educational attainment than the workers in the tradable 

sectors. 



1- Blinder-Oaxaca 
Decomposition 

on the 
manufacturing 

sector

9
3- OLS regression 

on the log of 
average monthly 

salary

Methodology

Comparison
2- Blinder-Oaxaca 

Decomposition 
on the tradable 

and non-tradable 
sectors 

separately
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To see whether there exists a gender wage gap in the data, we use the Blinder-Oaxaca 

decomposition (Blinder 1973; Oaxaca 1973).  

The method decomposes the gender wage gap into three components: 

● the gender wage gap due to employee endowments or characteristics, 

● the gap due to unexplained reasons or due to factors not normally associated with 

differences in wages, 

● and the gap due to an interaction of the first two components.  
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The decomposition is formulated as follows

Male and female average wages:

Ym = β0m + β1m xm  

Yf = β0f + β1f xm

The gap between the male and female average wages is:

Ym – Yf = (β0m – β0f) + (β1m x1m – β1f x1f)

=G0 + G1 
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Ym – Yf = (β0m – β0f) + (β1m x1m – β1f x1f)

=G0 + G1 

● G0 is the differences in the intercepts and G1 is the differences in x1 and β1. 

● We decompose G1 to see how much of the overall wage gap is due to the x 

(characteristics) (explained component) and how much of it is due to the β (coefficients) 

(unexplained component). 

Ym – Yf = Δx βf + Δβ xm = E + (C + CE) 
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To analyze the relationship between the gender wage gap and international trade, we:

1. Apply the Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition on the tradable and non-tradable sectors 

separately and then compare the discrimination coefficient in each.  

2. Run an OLS regression on the log of basic average monthly salary. 
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For the OLS regression, we form two dummy variables:

1. Female: where female employees is 1, and male employees is 0.

2. Trade: where the tradable sectors is 1, and non-tradable sectors is 0.

We then interact the two variables to get four categories:

1. Female-trade: the female employees in the tradable sectors. 

2. Male-trade: the male employees in the tradable sectors.

3. Female-non-trade: female employees in the non-tradable sectors.

4. Male-non-trade: It is the constant and represents male employees in the non-

tradable sectors.
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lnWij = Xij + X1β1 + X2 β2 + X3 β3 + u

where:

● i = individual
● j = industry
● lnWij = the natural logarithm of monthly wage for worker i employed in industry j.
● Xij = Individual controls: age, age squared, tenure, education level, collective 

bargaining coverage, administrative responsibility (occupation, firm size, industry 
type)

● X1 = female-trade
● X2 = female-nontrade
● X3 = male-trade
● u = the constant, male-non-trade  
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Gender Wage Gap in Turkey’s Manufacturing Industry
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Gender Wage Gap in Turkey’s Manufacturing Industry
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Gender Wage Gap in the Tradable Sectors
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Gender Wage Gap in the Tradable Sectors
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Gender Wage Gap in the Non-tradable Sectors
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Gender Wage Gap in the Non-tradable Sectors
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Boler et al. (2018)

Menon and Rogers 

(2009)
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Results

reasoning for the positive relationship between trade and the 

wage gap, was that working across large time zones increases 

demand for male workers who are seen as more flexible than 

women.  

an increase in the gender wage gap through international 

trade happens due to a skill-biased technological change.

This result is similar to what was found by Boler et al. (2017), and 

Menon and Rogers (2009).
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Boler et al. (2018)

● also suggest that some countries with 

more conservative attitudes may prefer 

to communicate with male employees.

● propose that in an environment of tough 

competition only the most profitable 

firms survive. They are also the firms 

most able to discriminate.
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● Menon and Rogers (2009) find that in less capital intensive industries the wage gap 

reduced, while in the more concentrated industries it increased.

● Instead of in-firm discrimination, there is wider discrimination present in the 

country 

● propose policies on promoting female education to increase the number of skilled 

female labor. 
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We can propose that cultural values and ideas on female roles, can be a reason for 
the gender wage gap present.



● There is a 2.6% GWG present in the manufacturing sector in Turkey. T

● The GWG is higher in the tradable sectors than in the non-tradable sectors. 

● Regression results: 3% in the tradable sectors, 2% in the non-tradable sectors. Decomposition results: 4% in the 

tradable sectors, 3% in the non-tradable sectors.

● In the tradable sectors, male workers are earning higher than what they should be earning. In the non-tradable 

sectors, female workers are earning less than what they should be earning.

Conclusion
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● Policy suggestions would be to promote a culture of salary transparency and provide social support 

for working mothers, as well as subsidies for those companies that accommodate to working 

mother.

Recommendations
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● Including firm profitability as a control variable 

● Future research is needed to study through what mechanisms does international trade worsen the 

gender wage gap.

Future Research
30



Thank you!
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